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1 Introduction 

The CBC MAC is the customary way to make a message authentication code (MAC) from a block cipher. It is the 
subject of several standards, including [1, 5, 6]. It is well-known and well-understood. Given all this, it seems likely 
that the CBC MAC will be standardized as an AES mode of operation. In this note we suggest a nice version of the 
CBC MAC that one might select for this purpose. 

We recall that the CBC MAC actually comes in a number of different versions. These versions differ in details 
involving padding (what to do when a message is not a non-zero multiple of the block length), length-variability (how 
to properly authenticate messages that come in a variety of lengths), and key-search strengthening (making the mode 
more secure against key-search attacks). 

Our CBC MAC variant is described in [4], where it is called XCBC. Let us now review this MAC’s definition, as 
well as the definition for the basic CBC MAC. 

2 CBC MAC 
n C  n

Let denote the encipherment of an p -bit block using key K and a block cipher . For concreteness we ndnoet he 
, so p nrh/an 

assume that . Let an bb denote the bitwise exclusive-or of a and b . Let acI b denote the 
concatenation of strings a and b and let  aa  denote the length, in bits, of a . Let  eM denote  zero-bits. 

Basic CBC MAC. To authenticate with the basic CBC MAC, one starts with a message M whose length is a positive n n n hon ngh
multiple of p , and a key K for . Let MtheICMo CIC · · tICMbM M with  aM  p for  . Then the nIn r  h n nth M
CBC MAC of M is defined as CrM , where C M M M  bC M; h for  and C=C n  e . 

We remind the reader of the well-known fact that the CBC MAC (as just defined) is insecure across messages of 
varying lengths—in fact, it is trivial to produce forgeries for some second message given the MAC of some first mes
sage. (On the other hand, the basic CBC MAC is demonstrably secure across messages of some one fixed length [2], 
while minor variants of the CBC MAC are provably secure across messages of varying lengths [8, 4].) 

Extending the Domain. To extend the domain of the CBC MAC to include messages of arbitrary bit length, and to 
obtain security across varying bit lengths, we start with a message Mt e / ly hn2e and three keys, K h , K a , and Kh . The h n a hdnthren 
key K is of the desired length for , while K and K  are p -bit strings. Let  h yr , aM , /pn 2 and write Mn n h 
as M M h IhM  Ir · · oIhM M , where  aM  p for 

han  n . We then compute the MAC as follows. WhenM a aM  is a positive multiple of p , modify the last block of M by XORing in the key K , and then compute the basic 
CBC MAC under key K h , When  ,M  n  or  ,M  is not divisible by p , pad M by appending a single 

h 
bit followed by 

the minimum number of  bits needed to bring  aM  up to the next multiple of p , then modify the last block by XORing 
in the key Kh , and then compute the basic CBC MAC under key K h . See Figure 1 and the following description. 
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Figure 1: The suggested CBC MAC using and keys K , K , Kh . On the left is the case where  aM is a positive 
multiple of p ; on the right is the case where  aM is not a positive multiple of p . 

Algorithm  enn  hl  2   e Mn
if  aM M p a

then KK+-K , and Pc+-M h h hrs  
else KK+-Kh , and Pc+-MMI eM , where  n+-po  - aM pn n n n

Let P P h  · · /P M , where  aP h · · aP M p
C C +- e h h h
for  + to  do

C + n h P  oC hn M M M;
return h P M  bC M h  oK 

Key Derivation. One may prefer to regard the MAC key as some  -bit string K , where  is the length of the AES key, h a
and explicitly derive K y·K y·Kh from K . The customary approach for doing this is to apply a pseudorandom funch n C andsnomfy fh/ea n C andsnomfy fh/un
tion (say AES itself) keyed by K , to distinct points; set K to be the first  bits of I ,asnAn andsnomfy tak 

, and set Kh nAn C tndseomfy set K . 

3 Advantages 

The scheme just described has several advantages over comparable modes. We list the principal ones. 

Arbitrary Message Lengths. Whereas correct operation of the basic CBC MAC requires messages to be of one 
fixed length, the specified MAC works correctly on messages of varying lengths. Furthermore, these lengths need not 
be a multiple of the block length—any bit string will do. While there are other approaches that support one or both of 
these properties, the story on this has never been simple or clear. Since in practice variable-length messages are the 
norm, as are messages whose length is not a multiple of 128 bits, we believe that any MAC defined as a NIST standard 
should correctly deal with messages of any length. 

Efficiency. For any CBC MAC variant, the major computational effort is expended in computing the underlying 
block cipher. Our scheme uses a minimum number of AES invocations: one for each block of message, or fraction hren h h/an 2
thereof: yn ! ,M a block-cipher calls in all. 

Simplicity and Familiarity. Because the algorithm is simple and familiar, implementations will be easily done. 
Since the CBC MAC has long-been accepted and trusted, we expect that this variant will be as well. 

n
No Re-Keying. Whereas some competing schemes (e.g., in [1, 3]) would require invoking with two or three 
different keys, the method here requires only one key. Therefore any key-setup costs are minimized. This enhances 
efficiency in both software and hardware. 
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Proven Security. The above efficiency characteristics are not obtained at the expense of security. In fact, what 
has become the “standard” cryptographic assumption about a block cipher’s security—that it is a “pseudorandom 
permutation” [7, 2]—is enough to prove the security of the CBC MAC variant presented here. See [4], which proves, h
roughly said, that an attacker’s probability of forgery after seeing q messages with lengths at most blocks is no more 
than  h q a hh ya . Concretely, if an attacker saw 1000 messages per second for a month, and none of these messages 
was longer than 10,000 bytes, his chances of forging a new message would be less than 1 in 10 trillion. 

4 Disadvantages (Actual and Perceived) 

Mandatory Serial Evaluation. It is not possible to extract much parallelism when computing the CBC MAC, in 
any of its variants. This has not been too serious a drawback in the past (authentication for Gbit networks being a 
notable exception), but it could become a more significant drawback in the future. 

No Added Resistance to Key-Search Attacks. While other CBC MAC variants use additional keys to improve 
resistance to key-search attacks, what is presented here does not. One can perform an exhaustive key-search on the 
MAC presented just as efficiently as on the underlying AES primitive. But this concern, quite appropriate for DES, 
would seem to be moot for AES. 
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